
Library Website Updates 

Our team has been hard at work

refining the library websites across

Unity Health Toronto. The

changes will improve site

navigation, feature additional

content, and help you find and

search for resources from the

library. Stay tuned for updates and

news in Twice A Week on the

website improvements throughout

January and the New Year!

 
 

Library Link
Your monthly newsletter from

Unity Health Toronto

Library Services

Needs Assessment Project
As a new tri-site health system, we

are working to harmonize our three

separate library collections and

services. Throughout 2019 we met

with stakeholders across Unity

Health to ask and learn about the

library services that matter to you

most. Keep an eye out late January

for a series of infographics

summarizing our findings in Twice

A Week! Thanks again to all who

participated.
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PEN at St. Joseph's Health Centre

Our esteemed Information Specialist,

Carolyn Ziegler, collaborated with MAP

Centre for Urban Health Solutions

researchers to publish “Dying to Learn:

A Scoping Review of Breast and

Cervical Cancer Studies Focusing on

Black Canadian Women” published in

the Journal of Health Care for the Poor

Underserved. The study has been

featured by CBC Radio One and The

Globe and Mail. Congratulations to all

involved in this published review!

"Dying to Learn"
Scoping Review Published 

Unity Health Toronto Library Services are pleased to

announce a partnership with Nutrition Clinical Practice

at St. Joe’s to support a subscription to the PEN database.

PEN: Practice-based Evidence in Nutrition is a dynamic

knowledge translation resource developed by Dieticians

of Canada. Check out the resource here: bit.ly/SJHCPEN.

If you have any questions about this new resource, or to

suggest another new resource for the library, contact us

at hslibrary@smh.ca

Since 2016, the St. Michael’s Hospital Health Sciences

Library has partnered with the STAR Learning

Centre to deliver workshops for their members;

individuals who are currently or have recently

experienced homelessness or precarious housing.

Our partnership directly supports STAR members,

and furthers Unity Health strategies for reimagining

teaching and learning, and excelling in care for

people experiencing disadvantage.

 

STAR Learning Centre & our Library

January Workshops Schedule

Providence Healthcare, Computer Training Room A102

January 15th, 12:00-1:00pm  - Excel Basics

January 22nd, 12:00-1:00pm - Excel Intermediate 

January 28th, 12:00-1:00pm - Basic PowerPoint

Registration Information: bit.ly/hslworkshop 

“For many STAR members, computer literacy is

a key part of their recovery journey. Computer

literacy increases members’ confidence and can

help them find housing and employment.

Members always report that the class was

excellent and that they learned something new.”

– Erin Walker, Team Leader, Mental Health
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